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Outlook

Introduction: jet calibration strategy in ATLAS

Additional material provided by ARTEMIS members:

Z. Zenonos: “TileCal simulation studies: first results on 
validation of hadronic physics simulation”

S. Menke: “Local hadron calibration”

P. Francavilla: “Effect on inclusive jet cross section 
measurement of systematic uncertainties: first approach” 



Jet reconstruction consists in 
obtaining from the calorimeter 
hadronic signals the kinematics of 
the particle jet or of the  parton jet 
depending on where we want to 
have Theory-Data comparison.

Parton jet, Particle jet, Calorimeter 
jets are obtained running the same 
jet clustering algorithm on:

• Partons 

• stable particles after 
fragmentation 

• calorimeter signals
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Jet clustering algorithms must be applicable at any level: calorimeter 
signals, particles, partons (jet components).

Various jet clustering algorithms have been implemented in ATLAS. 
Brief description of the two that are mostly used for physics analysis: 

  Iterative seeded cone algorithm
  kT algorithm

Once the jet components have been obtained the jet kinematics is 
calculated from the components applying  the “recombination scheme”: 
the recombination scheme used in ATLAS is the 4-momentum sum of 

the jet components.

Jet Reconstruction Algorithms



1. All jet components in (η,ϕ) having 
ET > Etseed are considered as seeds 
for the jets

2.For each seed (ηs,ϕs ) all 
components lying at distance  <ΔR 
are associated to the jet

3. if the seed position (ηs,ϕs) coincide 
(<0.05)  with the jet  centroide 
(ηc,ϕc), the jet is considered stable 
otherwise (ηs,ϕs) = (ηc,ϕc).
4. two jets sharing a percentual of energy 
energy > ΔS of the least energetic jets are 
combined, otherwise the shared 
components are associated to the closest 
jet.

ΔR  
ETseed ΔS

ATLAS 0.4/0.7 1 GeV 50%

CMS 0.5 2 GeV -

CDF 0.4/0.7 1 GeV 75%

Jet clustering: iterative seeded cone algorithm 



Jet clustering algorithm : kT
Jet components are clustered considering closness 
in ΔR and transverse momentum (kT). kT jets do not 
have predefined geometrical shape. 

Collinear 
(if ΔR<<1 )

Angular 
resolution

d =

If (dmin = dii)  ⇒ jet

else if dmin = dij ⇒ ij (4-vector sum)  
in a new dii

For each couple of components i,j
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kT algorithm is infrared and collinear safe

Δ



After jets have been reconstructed we need to 
correct energy measurement for detector effects:

calorimeter non compensation (e/h)

effect of cracks, dead material, losses in front 
of calorimeter, longitudinal leakage, magnetic 
field effect

Jet calibration methods discussed here:

H1 -> I. Vivarelli

Local Hadron Calib -> S. Menke

Energy Flow -> M. Hodgkinson



Many jet calibration schemes rely on how well Monte Carlo 
simulation (Geant4) predicts interacting particles with ATLAS 
calorimeters

Need to validate in detail Geant4 hadronic physics lists 
comparing results with test beam data

Just an example is shown here: evolution of TileCal sampling 
fraction with respect to different physics lists

Ongoing activities: Geant4 had. physics validation with CTB data (V. 
Kazanine, I. Vivarelli), Geant4/Fluka comparison with TileCal TB 
data (M.Cascella, I. Vivarelli, T. Del Prete, A.D.)

MC validation studies: TileCal sampling fraction
Zenonos Zenonas













Use clusters (instead of towers) as input to jet clustering 
algorithms

Clusters are corrected for:

“Hadronic energy losses” (i.e. clusters originating from 
charged pions) corrected for non-compensation

Energy losses in dead material (between and in front of 
calorimeters)

Local Hadron Calibration
Sven Menke















Towards first measurements:
inclusive jet cross section

Paolo Francavilla

First attempt to study systematic uncertainties in inclusive jet cross 
section measurements:

Theoretical uncertainties: uncertainties on LO vs NLO 
calculations, renormalization and factorization scales, uncertainties 
on PDFs

Experimental uncertainties: effect of jet energy scale and of jet 
resolution 

Studies performed on parton jets only (generator level)



Studied difference in predicted inclusive jet 
cross-section between LO and NLO 
calculations 

Renormalization (μr) and factorization (μf) 
scales have been varied and effect on cross 
section has been studied



Uncertainties in PDFs influence 
cross section measurement

Total uncertainty dominated by 
gluon PDF contribution

Effects of uncertainty at low x 
(9-10) and high x (29-30) have 
been studied  

Low x

High x

At high transverse momentum 
uncertainties on high x gluon 
PDFs largely dominate



Effect of jet energy scale: 

PT’=(1+x)PT 

x=±1%,±5%,±10%

Effect of jet energy resolution: 

σ(E)/E=a(1+x)/√E⊕b(1+x)/E⊕c(1+x)

x=±10%,±20%



source PT=1 TeV/c PT=200GeV/C

Jet Energy scale 
10% (5%) 57% (29%) 43% (21%)

PDF 13% 2%

Renorm. and Fact. scales 
(NLO) 7% 6%

Jet Resolution 20% (10%) 4% (2%) 6% (3%)

Stat. (100 pb-1) 1.2% 2%

Calibration method (H1) verified on CTB data, O(5%) JES error seems reasonable. 

See V. Giangiobbe talk



Many thanks to Sven, Zenon and Paolo


